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Prototyping is easy…
We are fortunate that today it’s much
easier to prototype solutions than ever
before
‣ Engineers have easy access to cheap
devices
‣ Its simple and quick to write them up and
show something working

However, the gap between a
prototype and a real solution to a
business problem is HUGE
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Solution

Things to consider when building a solution ‘for real’
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There are a lot of complex decisions to be made - many of which influence each other
A couple of suggestion on where to start:

•

Step back from hardware for a moment and consider where you will need your devices to work

•

Consider the life cycle of your device - how often does it need to communicate and how much data is in each
communication
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The three major choices for LPWAN connectivity
Cellular
‣ the only viable choice for a truly global solution
‣ can be complex to navigate operator contracts, coverage & roaming
‣ global modules can be expensive

LoRa
‣ great for campus or city deployments (using private infrastructure)
‣ can be complex to roll out and manage
‣ not ideal for global solutions

Sigfox
‣ low data rates
‣ limited coverage for global solutions
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Cellular technology overview
2G

3G (UMTS)

LTE (Cat-1/4/8)

LTE Cat-M1

NB-IoT (Cat-NB1)

Global bands

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Module cost

Low

Moderate

Moderate / High

Low

Low

Circuit switched
services

Voice, SMS, USSD

Voice, SMS, USSD

Packet switched
services

Data (GPRS)

Notes

Data VoIP, SMS over IP, Data

Sunset in some
regions (USA &
Singapore) Sunset in some regions
Likely to be shut down
in Europe before 3G

Wide range of bands
means that modules
tend to be regional
Often combined with
2G or 2G and 3G
fallback in modules

Usually combined with
2G fallback in modules

Truly global modules
are expensive and big

Data
Data
Cat-M1 involes a
More complex to
software upgrade to deploy but offereing
base stations, so certain advantages in
simple to deploy for
terms of power but
operators
lower bandwidth
Often combined with
NB-IoT and/or 2G in
modules
Better coverage
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However - radio technology isn’t the only factor to consider
Physical size can be important
Coverage is key
‣ how many countries are covered?
‣ in a given country, is coverage universal?
‣ how many operators within each country?

Power use can be key in battery-based
systems

2G

2G/3G/LTE Cat-1

‣ how to optimise for lowest power?

Software complexity
‣ how do you manage network selection and
module command set across networks (and
modules)?
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How does inter-operator roaming work commercially?
The GSMA Wholesale Agreements and
Services (WAS) group meet twice annually
Operators from around the world attend
the meeting to:
‣ deﬁne service types they wish to buy & sell
‣ set prices for wholesale services
‣ sign roaming agreements

Agreements today cover
https://was10.telefonica.com/

‣ voice
‣ SMS
‣ GPRS/LTE data
‣ signalling
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Coverage for LTE IoT networks
Cat-M1 (Cat-M/Cat-NB1)
‣ 24 countries have commercial deployments
Mexico, USA, Canada, Sri Lanka, Finland, UAE, Estonia, Japan, South Korea, Netherlands, Belgium, France, Romania, Spain, Singapore,
New Zealand, Switzerland, Germany, Argentina, Brazil, Denmark, Norway, Australia, Turkey

NB-IoT (Cat-NB2)
‣ 45 countries have commercial deployments
Austria, Croatia, Thailand, Portugal, USA, Belgium, Sri Lanka, Finland, UAE, Bangladesh, South Korea, Ukraine, Latvia, Singapore, Malaysia,
Russia, Canada, France, Japan, Saudi Arabia, Switzerland, Denmark, Brazil, Italy, Colombia, Spain, Germany, Norway, Estonia, Sweden,
Indonesia, Australia, Greece, Hungary, Poland, Slovakia, Netherlands, Turkey, Belarus, Vietnam, Czech Republic, Ireland, Malta, South
Africa, UK

Not great compared to deployments in 2G/3G/4G (e.g. Thingstream roams into in 190 countries)
‣ in the majority of cases, there is only one network operator in each country
‣ even those these are commercially available, most are not country-wide with the same coverage as 2G/3G/4G

Elephant in the room is roaming
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Cellular LTE IoT roaming
Cat M1
‣ falls under the existing LTE roaming agreements between operators
‣ if there’s an LTE agreement in place, then it “should” work (at least commercially…)
‣ commercial agreements are necessary but they don’t guarantee that technically it will work

NB-IoT
‣ not covered by any existing inter-operator roaming agreements
‣ no deﬁned mechanism for inter-operator roaming and no agreements have currently been signed
‣ little impetus for creating new agreements
“the cost to generate a CDR is greater than the revenue generated by a device”
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Recommendations & conclusions
Global deployments
‣ use 2G/3G/LTE Cat-1 modules
‣ they will be more expensive - they will work everywhere
‣ if module cost is a problem, try to shift the capex cost into an opex cost

US/European deployments
‣ use 2G/LTE Cat-1 modules to be safe
‣ use 2G/Cat-M1 modules
if your deployment time is greater than 6 months away
module cost or size is critical
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